ATTACHMENT F
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEETS

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 1

Description: Replace Culverts with Larger
Structures that Span the Channel

Pg 1/2

Location:
Multiple locations in Reach M02 and M03
Lat:
Reach ID: M02, M03
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)
Long:
Map 1

Selected undersized culverts in Reach M02B that are candidate for replacement. All from Blaisdell
Avenue upstream are undersized, in addition to those shown on map above.

Photo 1

Photo 2

Typical undersized culvert

Another typical undersized culvert:

Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives: Eighteen of the 23
culverts on Black Brook are smaller than the channel and this disrupt the flow of water
and sediment and contribute to channel instability. While impacts may be localized, the
shear number of culverts makes the impacts systemic.

Field Assessment Date:2015-2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Replace culverts with aluminum pipe arches that are recessed below the channel with
the channel bottom reconstructed inside. Tapered ends can be used to eliminate expense
of concrete headwalls. Width of 12-14 is suitable for all locations.

Site/Project Sketch: (typical pipe arch culvert installation)

Considerations for Prioritization: Given the expense and number of culverts, this is
best implemented on an ongoing basis as culverts fail and need to be replaced.
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other ___________________________
other ___________________________
Additional Considerations and Notes: Grant funding (sponsored by Laconia or
Gilford or others) may be available to help private land owners replace their culverts.
Note that construction cost is for typical 2-lane drive. Municipal crossings, 3+ lane
crossings, or need for guiderail will increase cost.
* The costs presented here are our opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the conceptual
project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience with similar projects.
Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could significantly change these
estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 2

Description: Eliminate Culverts by Sharing Drives
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Location: Electrical Substation/Country Cooking Restaurant in Reach M02C. Future
developments upstream.
Reach ID: M02C
Lat:
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)
Long:
Map 1
Map 2

Electrical substation readily accessible from
upstream restaurant

Access to not-yet-developed lots further upstream
can be via existing culverts or a new common
culvert, if developers are encouraged and
incentiviced to do so.

Photo 1

Photo 2

Country Kitchen culvert
Electrical substation dual culverts
Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
Every linear foot of culvert represents a linear foot of lost natural channel and
functioning floodplain. Eliminating a typical entrance culvert would restore
approximately 40 linear feet of channel and associated floodplain.

Field Assessment Date: March 2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Remove an existing culvert and restore the natural stream channel and floodplain.
Construct improvements on the ground to allow convenient access to the site from the
neighboring culvert that remains. Since substation traffic is certainly less than for the
restaurant, initial design effort would focus on eliminating the substation culvert.

Considerations for Prioritization:
Older culverts in poor condition, as well as proposed culverts to new developments
should be highest priority because probability of success is higher.
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other _includes legal fees___________
other ___________________________
Additional Considerations and Notes:
There may be a role for the Laconia or Gilford or other entities to facilitate the
easements between adjacent landowners. Particularly with aging culverts that need
replacing, there is clear financial incentive for owners to collaborate, but unlikely to
happen without assistance. The sharing of a culvert should be considered whenever a
culvert is being replaced or a new one is proposed.
* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 3A

Description: “Daylight” the Brook by taking it out
of pipes
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Location: Annis Drive Loop under parking lot
Lat:
Long:

Reach ID: M02C, M03B
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)

Annis Drive Loop. Restore stream (140
LF)and create floodplain on left bank

Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
Removing the pipes and restoring the channel and floodplain will allow high flows and
sediment to spill out of the channel and deposit on the floodplain. Owner would lose
use of west end of lot.

Field Assessment Date: March 2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Excavate to remove the pipe and construct a new stream channel. Create a new
floodplain in the space available. Expand the excavated floodplain on the left of
channel (west) into the grassy area to maximize restored area.
Site/Project Sketch:

Considerations for Prioritization:
Willingness of landowners should be a primary consideration for prioritization
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other _ ___________
other ___________
Additional Considerations and Notes: The area that would become stream and
floodplain has value to the owners in its current state, and thus planners must think
creatively how to create incentives for the projects to be constructed. The pipes at this
site are relatively old and will take maintenance in the foreseeable future, which may
provide the needed incentive.
* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 3B

Description: “Daylight” the Brook by taking it out
of pipes

Pg 1/2

Location: Kelso Motors Frontage
Lat:
Long:

Reach ID: M02C
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)

Kelso Motors Frontage. Restore stream
(140 LF) leaving single entrance drive

Note failing pavement due to loss of underlying gravel into corroded culvert
Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
Removing the pipes and restoring the channel and floodplain will allow high flows and
sediment to spill out of the channel and deposit on the floodplain. Owner would lose
ability to park on top of pipe.

Field Assessment Date: March 2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Excavate to remove the pipe, leaving enough (40’+/-) to maintain a 2-lane entrance.
Construct new channel and floodplain. Space constraints will limit floodplain width.
Pipe is in poor condition and inspection is needed to determine which portion to save.
Site/Project Sketch:

Considerations for Prioritization:
Willingness of landowners should be a primary consideration for prioritization
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other _ ___________
other _ ___________
Additional Considerations and Notes: The area that would become stream and
floodplain has value to the owners and thus planners must think creatively how to
create incentives for the projects to be constructed. The pipes are old and will take
maintenance in the near future. That may provide the incentive.
* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 3

Description: “Daylight” the Brook by taking it out
of pipes

Pg 1/2

Location: Lowes Overflow Parking
Lat:
Long:

Reach ID: M02C (from Geomorphic
Assessment Report)

Lowes Overflow Parking. Restore stream
(120 LF) and create floodplain and
wetland

Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
Removing the pipes restores channel and floodplain that can absorb water and sediment
reducing the burden on downstream reaches and Paugus Bay. .

Field Assessment Date: March 2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Excavate to remove the pipe and construct a new stream channel. Create a new
floodplain in the space available. At the Lowes site, create and expanded floodplain
with wetland to provide flow attenuation.

Site/Project Sketch:

Considerations for Prioritization:
Willingness of landowners should be a primary consideration for prioritization
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other _ ___________
other _ ___________
Additional Considerations and Notes: The area that would become stream and
floodplain has value to the owners and thus planners must think creatively how to
create incentives for the projects to be constructed. At this site, conditioning future
development on the daylighting may be one approach.
* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 4A

Description: Revegetate to Improve Floodplain
Function

Pg 1/2

Location: Bank of New Hampshire
Lat:
Long:

Reach ID: M02C
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)

Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
There is floodplain at the site, but without vegetation it is not as effective as it could be
at reducing flood velocity and trapping sediment. Further, the banks are more prone to
erosion without vegetation. Tax maps suggest downstream portion of mowed
floodplain owned by downstream building owner, though that owner says it is owned
by the bank.

Field Assessment Date: March 2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Plant the banks and floodplain densely with riparian shrubs. Bare root stock is
acceptable. Incorporate larger specimen trees for aesthetics. Extend planting to
downstream culvert.

Site/Project Sketch:

Considerations for Prioritization:
These projects are relatively inexpensive, non-controversial, and effective, and thus
should be made a high priority.
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other _ __________
other __________
Additional Considerations and Notes:
The planting plan will need to consider aesthetics and concerns about tall vegetation
reducing sight lines to the building.
* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 4

Description: Revegetate to Improve Floodplain
Function

Pg 1/2

Location: Upstream of Bypass
Lat:
Long:

Reach ID: M02E
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)

Reach M02E just upstream of the Bypass

Unvegetated right bank in Reach M02E
Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
There is floodplain at the site, but without vegetation it is not as effective as it could be
at reducing flood velocity and trapping sediment. Further, the banks are more prone to
erosion without vegetation.

Field Assessment Date:
Assessed by:
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Plant the banks and floodplain densely with riparian shrubs. Bare root stock is
acceptable.

Site/Project Sketch:

Considerations for Prioritization:
These projects are relatively inexpensive, non-controversial, and effective, and thus
should be made a high priority.
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other __________
other _ __________
Additional Considerations and Notes:
Some additional channel widening is likely, and a relatively wide planted buffer on the
right bank (e.g., 60’) would be desirable.
* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT CONCEPT SHEET

Project ID #: 5

Description: Remove pockets of fill to Restore
Floodplain

Pg 1/2

Location: Multiple locations. A) Right bank just downstream of crossing under
Lakeshore Road, B) Hannafords near where tributary joins.
Lat:
Long:
Map

Reach ID: M02C
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)
Map 2

1

Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
There are local pockets of excess fill into the floodplain that can be removed with no
loss of site function to the owners. The amount of floodplain restored is relatively
small, but cumulatively the benefit can become significant.

Field Assessment Date: March 2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Remove fill that was placed in the floodplain but serves no purpose. Seed and plant
disturbed area.

Site/Project Sketch:

Considerations for Prioritization:
These are inexpensive non-controversial projects. While the benefit is modest, they can
be effective for building momentum toward larger projects. Landowner willingness
should be assessed.
Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other ___________________________
Additional Considerations and Notes:

other ___________________________

* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

BLACK BROOK WATERSHED PLAN
PROJECT DETAIL SHEET

Project ID #: 6

Description: Actively stabilize channel

Pg 1/2

Location: Between Annis Drive and the Bypass
Lat:
Long:

Reach ID: M03A
(from Geomorphic Assessment Report)

Incised channel with continuously
failing banks
Site Issues and Relevance to the Watershed Plan Objectives:
This site is a persistent source of sediment and will be until it has widened sufficiently
to build a new floodplain at a lower elevation. By mechanically removing some bank
material, we can prevent the ongoing erosion.

Field Assessment Date: March 2016
Assessed by: MTM
Pg 2/2
Project Type General
Structural Non-Structural
Project Type Specific Bank stabilization Wall Stabilization Dredging
Stormwater Control Culvert replacement Landowner Outreach FEH Zone
Mapping Restore Floodplain Access Easements Riparian Plantings
Other ____________________________________
Project Narrative Description (up/downstream limits, banks(s), etc):
Excavate banks to create floodplain at appropriate elevation. Seed and densely plant
exposed banks.

Site/Project Sketch:

Considerations for Prioritization:

Estimated Eng/Permitting Cost Range * Estimated Construction Cost Range *
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
<$10k
$10 - $20k
$20 - $40k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
$40 - $60k
$60 - $100k
>$100k
other ___________________________
other ___________________________
Additional Considerations and Notes:
Detailed site investigation required, including topographic survey. Reasonably detailed
plans will be necessary for permitting.
* The costs presented here are D&K’s opinion of probable cost based solely on field observations, the
conceptual project descriptions presented above, and professional judgment informed by experience
with similar projects. Unforeseen conditions encountered during preliminary or final design could
significantly change these estimates.

